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1. Introduction

2. Rationale,  Philosophy and objectives of the saga

3. The life of the bees at the hive 

4. Why are bees crucial for human civilization?

5. Bees Swarm Intelligence

6. How Bees colonies make decisions

7. Bees living in a time of chaos

8. Honeybees' democracy by Thomas Seeley

9. The wisdom of bees applied to human societies

10. Homo sapiens history of work – Our past

11. How humans work now – Our present

12. The forthcoming of work – Our future? 

13. How people dignify time by working

14. The meaningful work means happiness too.

15. Women in the workplace

16. What has changed at work with the NAIQIs?

17. An appraisal to workforce and employment trends after the COVID19 Pandemic

18. Working for knowledge vs Working for Manufacturing 

19. The workplace as a school: The new Learning organization

20. Skills of the halted workforce and consequences

21. Why the virtual office is not for all, but for some.

22. Figuring out a hybrid working model 

23. Why are employees quitting?

24. Living to work? or working to live?

25. Research agenda in terms of work for the next 10 years

26. Elements of a new state-of-the-art “working paradigm”

27. Summary and conclusions
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Collectivism                                           

Ecological or Eco-Friendly or Environmental Economies thrive in the

middle of the political-economic systems.

Individualism

SocialismTotalitarian

Communism

Dictators,

Anarcho-communism

Representative

Democracies

Fascism,

Nazism,

Totalitarian

Right-Wing

Dictators,

Anarcho-capitalism

Social Democracy,

Social Liberalism
Liberal 

Conservatism,

Christian Democracy

Libertarianism.

Conservatism

Far-Left Left Center-Left Center  Center-Right Right Far-Right

Eco-friendly economies

Eleonora Escalante 

Strategy ONLY supports

representative 

democracies + 

ecofriendly + at the

center.
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Key Highpoints about the bees

Bees are 

hardworking 

insects

Bees are required 

to pollinate 

flowers

Bees support 

biodiversity

Bees are essential for 

producing  people´s basic 

food

Bees are dying, 

suffering from 

pathogens, pests, 

poor nutrition and 

pesticides.

Bees are master 

builders of 

excellence
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Interesting Honeybee facts
• Bees have been making honey for 150 million years, since the time of the 

dinosaurs

• Honey bees wings stroke 11,400 times per minute

• It takes about 250 bees to fill one little hexagonal cell with honey

• It takes 5,000 flower visits to produce one teaspoon of honey.

• A single trip to collect nectar  implies to visit between 50 to 100 flowers

• A typical colony visits around 225,000 flowers per day

• To make a pound of honey, bees visit 2 million flowers in total.

• A worker bee only produces 1/12th of a teaspoon of honey during her 

lifetime

• Honeybees are extremely fuel efficient but they love to dance

• Bees dance to let each other know where to find the best nectar, pollen, 

water and nest location

• Honeybees never sleep meanwhile working. Bees sleep only at night, 

otherwise if exhausted they rest on the ground to recharge batteries.

• The working organization of the bees is clearly determined and we will 

explore it on our next stopover. 
https://ppp.purdue.edu/resources/ppp-publications/the-complex-life-of-the-honey-bee/


